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FLIGHT CEUU3ACTERWTIR3.*

By Captain Student.

For some time the Air Service group at Adlershof has been con-

ducting a series of test flights, with the object of accurately

determining the comparative performances of new types of airplanes

under the same conditions. Airplanes for similar tactical employ-

ment were used throughout the experiments,’e.g. Cl airplanes with

160 HP engines, C airplanes with 200 HP Benz engines, etc. Types.

, already in use at the front were also selected for comparison, and.

these tests give a very accurate idea of the progress shown in a
●

new type, and formed the basis for deciding as to the desirability

of its”introduction into the service.

The dead weightof each airplane participating In the flights

is first determined. Since some doubt still seems to exist with

regard to the inclusion of certain items in the dead weight, it

maY be repeated here that, according to existing regulations, this

weight includes the oil in the

& all fitted instruments such as

pass, wireless leads and plugs

engine crankcase, the cooling water,

revolution-counters, switches, cor.n-

(in so far as wireless is specified),

attachments for mounting the fixed machine gun, spare ammunition

racks and I%xes, the ring mounting of the movable machine gun, and8

all other necessary parts which are not expressly stated in the
*

specification to form part of the useful loa& The maohine guns,-.
* I?romTechnische Berichte, ToIume III, No.6, pp. 185-187. (1918)
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themselves, and instruments, such as airspeed indicators, altimet-

ers, etc. not permanently installed, belong to the useful load.

Before the altitu~e flight, carried out by a pilot from the

factory, and in which the airplane was required to reach its ceil-

ing, the ageement between the actual gross weight with the sum of

the dead weight, and the stipulated usefil load, is determined by

weighing and, if necessary, ballast is added to make up any defic-

iency in weight. The fuel consumption is ascertained by weighing

the airplane after the completed flight. In order that variations

in the engine performance may not affect the results of the tests,

, each engine is tested on the ground by a calibrated fan brake, a
.

L

revolution-counterand stop-watch.

* At least three previously calibrated sealed recording altimet-

ers were carried on each flight. In order to be able to compare

the climbing speeds during flights carried out under differing at-’:a
.

mospheric conditions, the air temperature was recorded at intervals:.

of 500 meters (1640 feet) and the true climbing speeds mere calc~- __

lated subsequently, the results being reduced to a unifom or stand-

ard average air density. It has proved impossible in practice to

carry therw.ographsfor this purpose, as the readings obtained are

unreliable, and the instruments have too much lag. The aizplanes

under test were subsequently flown by officers, close together in

horizontal flight at full power and at different heights, for the

9 purpose of direct speed comparison. New types were also flown by

the
●

.

Experimental Section at Lake Muritz, over a fixed triangular
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course, their positions

means of theodolites on

-3-

being ascertained at frequent intervals by “

the ground, so that their actual flying

speeds were obtained with the greatest accuracy at present possible- -

me most important tests were those inten~.edtO e~~-bit the –-

flying qualities and were carried out by officers in indi~idwl

praotice ‘flights,and in battle formation. ‘~fiedemacds made i.n

this respect on an airplane vary with its tactical use, si:lcea

heavy C airplane with a Mayhach engine cannot be reqlired to P~s- .

sess the same mareuvcrabil~ty as a Cl aizpla=e, which must possess

exceptional maneuverabiltiy and must be able to Uve steepky, re-

. sembling a
.

still have

,. it is very

respect. Cur present Cl airplanes

tjqpeintroduced at the front, mhe~e

our side the same role as the British

Bristol single-seater combat piane, foz example, does not respond

quickly to the rudder owing to its short body, while tirninsuncom-

foTtably fast with rudder hard over. Oiia turn with wide-open

throttle, for the same reason, banking is also diffi@lt. On a

really sharp turn with wide-open throttle, the ai~pl~ae side-slips -

easily and has a tendency to nose-dive. These defects, however=

have been partly ovezcome by lengthening the bod:r.

This example shows that the designer, wi%h a praiseWo~-@ effort

to reduce weight, must nevertheless, with our comparatively heavy

engines, retain a certain length of fuselage. Other Cl airplanes

u have the same or other lesser faults, among which may be mentioned

the strong pressure on the ailerons in gliding flight.1
● The flight characteristics of airplanes fitted with Bz UJ en-
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gines are ordina~ily satisfactory.

The requirements for heavy airplanes fitted with Mayb.achen-

gZnes are naturally different. Besides high speed, gcod climbing
.

power and high ceiling are needed, maneuve~ability being of second-

ary importance, though this quality shculd rictbe entirely neglectel.
ba,.ii~

An airplsme must, at least, be able to/smoothly and easily, and

ought not, as is the case with one existiilgtype, require a forcib-

le throwing into a turn, out of which it can be brought only with

the greatest difficulty.

Visibility likewise is not important with these airplanes. A

. good field of view is especially important, however, in fi~>ting -

* and in formation flying, neither of which-need to be considered as

. within the duty of the long+:~stan~e rec~nnais~ance airplane. An —

airplane with the upper wing above eye-level need not, therefore,

be rejected on this account.

Manufacturersi pilots become somewhat biased through numezous

flights with airplanes of the same type and are, in most cases,

therefore, hardly in a position to deterti~e accurately the real

flying qualities of new types. It is better, therefore, with such

new types as are considered by the manufacturers to promise success-

L
WI development, to test by the ‘IFlugzeugmeistereiJ1for theia flying

.
qualities, before submitting to the l’typeiltest.

the llFlugzeugmeZstereilTmanufacturers? pilots can

to test airplanes of other origin.t

On application to

even be allowed

Although increasing stress is bei~m laid on efficient equipment -
Q
. by those in charge of operations at the front, there are still air-
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planes in,which hardly any of the fittings are conveniently and

comfo~tably situated. It ought, for instance, to be unnecessary

—.

for the pilot to disappear head downward>inside the fUselage, in

o~der to read the revolution-counter. The seat in long distana

reconnaissance airplanes is often extreme”M”~ccmf~rtable- The .

on them with his hands on the control stick while the back shouid

reach to his shoulder bl-ades-

tOUch, or else r~nufactiucrs do not pay”sufficient attention to the

t recommer.daiionsof their pilots.

The Army autllonitiesaim at the careful and reliable conduct
.

of,the test flights, but should errors creep into the experiments,

especially in the altitude tests, it is d.egired.that their atten-

tion should be called to them, ifiorder that they may be rectified.

Only intelligent cooperation with the manufacturers can develop

our aerial weapGn to a high stan.d.arclof efficienq.

IJiscussion.

Capt. d. R. Hoff. Before the discussion opens, it may be

L mentioned that it is intended to publish the papers in

. the **TechnischeBerichte der Flugzeugmeisterei.n The ac-

companying very wrelcamediscussions will, likewise, be

published. The speakers are theref~re requested to sup-

ply me with writtin copies of their communications.

.
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‘Dipl. ing.” Gaule. SlI@z3dairplanes which are brought to

Adlershcf for their preliminary flight tests (according

to proposal cf Capt. Student), be flea W offi~e~ss

even when they have not passed the breaking test?

Capt.

an

Schwarzenberger. We can safely asswe

certain margin of

under a fifty per

itation in frying

comes up for type tests

nowadays that

possesses a

safety, and will not break d~~ even

cent overload. I should have no hes-

an airplane before the strength

tests, and would allow the men in.my division to do

the same.

Lieut. d. R. Jaretzky. The flying qualities of airplanes

are not always the most impoztant. Climbing power is

undoubtedly more necessary for long distance reconnais-

sance airplanes. Such an airplane cannot fight and mst

therefore rise above all enemy single-seate~s. In

this connection a ceiling of 8000 meters (26000 feet)

will be required by the spring of 1919. A fight in the

air 100 kilometers (62 miles) behind the lines will in

most instances lead to a crash or forced landing. Of

course, a long distance airplane must also have certain

fighting qualities to enable it to participate success-

fully in combat.

Visibility is decidedly important and must be good on

long distance observation planes. Overhead visibility
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may perhaps be neglected to a certain extent, but it

must be as wide as possible on all sides and dawnward,

in order to spot enemy airplanes at long distances

and thus be enabled to avoid them,

The’results of a reconnaissance are always photo-

graphically recorded. A long distance airplane must,

therefore, also be fitted for photography, and capable

of housing the apparatus comfortably. The pilot must

be able to see downward, in order to assist the ob-

--

server by flying directly over the objective. The

downward view for the pilot is lacking in all the ex-.

isting airplanes, so that, with these types, the ob-

,. jective can be spotted only with great difficulty.

In one instance at the front, we remedied this to a

certain extent by means of slits in the floor, two

slits rather far forward, right and left, for ap-

proaching, and one slit for vertical vision. Strength

considerations forbid, however, in most cases, cut-

ting slits in the fuselage.

Much attention must be paid, as mentioned by Capt.

Student, to the comfort of the pilot. Flights of four

and more hours, at an altitude in which one cm exist

only with oxygen respirators

to suit the low temperatures

most attention.

and with the

encountered,

crew dressed

demand the
.



Baron Von Th~na. To whom have the aircraft manufacturers

to apply, when they desire to have new airplanes tested?

Capt. Schwarzenberger. To Division A, of the Aircraft

Inspectorate, Charlottenburg.

Translated by
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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